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Learning lessons from best practice 
– reflections from major projects
• Major Projects Programmes are all about:

• Outcomes – vision led
• Leadership
• Collaboration

• A melting pot for innovation – scale, challenge, ambition
• A focus for scrutiny against cost and time – value?

• Governance
• Controls
• Commercials
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Learning lessons from best practice
– Can we do better?
• High level Governance - OK provided:

• Competent organisational capability
• Collaboration
• Able to own the vision / benefits and lead

• Commercial models:
• Integration – Project 13
• Incentivisation
• Collaboration (again!)

• Digital:
• Contracting for data
• Build the operator/asset owner
• Digital twin ……… but related to the benefits
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PUSHING FORWARDS ON DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION – WHAT LIES AHEAD?
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üTrusted independent leadership

üMobilising the community
üEnabling practical implementation

üCommon understanding, common 
approach, one voice

Take the first fundamental step in the 
journey to digital transformation



The coming of age of “BIM”



B I M

Better     INFORMATION         Modelling
Management

It’s all about information

With the lowest common denominator being digital data …… Liberated Data
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‘BIM is the purposeful management of information through the 
whole life cycle of an infrastructure project, not just for a 
building, and not just during design and construction. It is 
starting with the end in mind - the intent and context for that 
piece of asset, and how it will be integrated, operated and 
maintained.’

Right 
question

Right 
data

Right 
tools

Right 
people

Right 
action



Future Direction of BIM

….. Realising Digital Transformation

• This is what the BIM movement was set up for.  To develop approach to digital transformation, which allows 

us to understand and have control over the shift from analogue to digital

• How to demonstrate semi-automated and then automated processes in scalable way

• To develop open, shareable standards which allow for checkable, repeatable, improvable processes.



Standardisation
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2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Lord Francis 
Maude
Government 
Construction 
Strategy 

Making UK BIM Framework ‘Business As Usual’

BS 1192:
2007

PAS 1192-5 PAS 1192-2 PAS 1192-3

BS 8536-1 BS 8536-2BS 1192-4

PAS 1192-6 

Departments have a clear capability and road map to Level 2 BAU

Bim-level2.org

Mobilisation of HM Govt Depts. for L2 BIM

Level 2 BIM Mandate

Formation of CDBB

Low 
Carbon
Construction
Report

BIM
Strategy
Paper

Supporting standards

Formation of UKBIMA

Timeline

Formation of BIM Task 
Group

DBB L3 Strategy Plan

DBB SOBC

Formation of Home 
Nations Working 
Group

BS EN ISO 19650-1 + National Foreword

BS EN ISO 19650-2 + National Annex

PD 19650-0  Guide to BS EN ISO 19650



What if I’m already using the 1192 standards? 

From January 2019, was superseded by:

The published UK BS/PAS 1192 Series ….. 

Information management according to ISO 19650: 
The UK BIM Framework



What about the other 1192 standards?

From 2020 (TBC)

From January 2019

Information management according to ISO 19650:
The UK BIM Framework



Lifecycle information principles

 

ISO 19650-1:2018(E)

include continuous development of the following impacts and beneficial aspects of the asset from 
the earliest deliverable onwards:
— management of capacity and utilization: documentation of the intended capacity and utilization 

of the asset should be provided as it is required to support comparisons of actual use and 
utilization and portfolio management;

— management of security and surveillance: information should be required or suppressed to 
support the management of the security and surveillance of the asset and neighbouring or 
adjacent sites in line with security requirements;

— support for renovation: renovation of each space or location and the whole asset should be 
supported with detailed information about the capacity, in terms of areas, spaces, occupancy, 
environmental conditions and structural load bearing;

— predicted and actual impacts: the appointing party should require information relating to the 
impacts from quality, cost, scheduling, carbon (CO2e), energy, waste, water consumption or 
other environmental effects;

— operations: information necessary for the normal operations of the asset should be provided to 
help the appointing party anticipate the cost of asset operation;

— maintenance and repair: information on the recommended maintenance tasks, including 
planned preventative maintenance, should be provided to help the appointing party to anticipate 
and plan for costs of maintenance;

— replacement: information on the reference or expected replacement service life and costs 
should be available to the appointing party to anticipate the costs of replacement; recycling 
of the physical assets should be supported with detailed information relating to the principal 
constituent materials; and

— decommissioning and disposal: information on the recommended decommissioning should be 
provided to help the appointing party anticipate and plan for end-of-life costs.

Information requirements associated with the delivery phase of an asset should be expressed in terms 
of the project stages that the appointing party or lead appointed party intends to use. Information 
requirements associated with the operational phase of an asset should be expressed in terms of 
foreseeable life cycle trigger events such as planned or reactive maintenance, fire equipment inspection, 
component replacement or change of asset management provider.
The different types of information requirements and information models are shown in Figure 2 and 
explained in 5.2 to 5.7.

NOTE In this figure, “encapsulates” means “provides the input to”, “contributes to” means “provides an input 
to”, “specifies” means “determines the content, structure and methodology”.

Figure	2	—	Hierarchy	of	information	requirements
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ISO 19650-1:2018(E)

Table 1 — Information management perspectives

Perspective Purpose Example deliverables

Asset owner’s perspective
To establish and maintain the purpose of the 
asset or project. To make the strategic busi-
ness decisions.

Business plan
Strategic asset portfolio review
Life cycle cost analysis

Asset user’s perspective
To identify the true requirements of the user 
and make sure the asset solution has the 
right qualities and capacities.

Project brief
AIM
PIM
Product documentation

Project delivery or asset 
management perspective

To plan and organize the work, mobilize 
the right resources, coordinate and control 
development.

Plans, for example BIM Execu-
tion Plans
Organizational charts
Function definitions

Society’s perspective
To make sure the community’s interest is 
taken care of during the asset life cycle (plan-
ning, delivery and operation).

Political decisions
Area plans
Building permits, concessions

NOTE   The example deliverables are relevant to the point of view of each perspective and do not indicate ownership of the 
deliverables or who does the work to produce the deliverables.

5	 Definition	of	information	requirements	and	resulting	information	models

5.1 Principles

The appointing party should understand what information is required concerning their asset(s) or 
project(s) to support their organizational or project objectives. These requirements can come from 
their own organization or interested external parties. The appointing party should be able to express 
these requirements to other organizations and individuals that have to know them to either specify or 
inform their work. This applies to assets and projects of all sizes, but the principles in this document 
should be applied proportionately. Less experienced appointing parties can seek expert assistance to 
help with these tasks.

Appointed parties, including lead appointed parties, can add their own information requirements to 
those they receive. Some of the information requirements can be passed to their own appointed parties, 
particularly where information exchange within a delivery team is necessary and this information is 
not to be exchanged with the appointing party.

The appointing party should state their purposes for requiring information deliverables, including the 
aspects of the asset that are intended to be managed. These purposes can include:

— asset register: a register of assets should be provided to support accurate auditing and reporting; 
this should include both spatial and physical assets and their groupings;

— support for compliance and regulatory responsibilities: the appointing party should specify the 
information required to support the maintenance of the health and safety of the users of the asset;

— risk management: information should be required or suppressed to support risk management, 
especially to identify and review the risks that a project or asset can be exposed to, for example 
natural hazards, extreme weather events or fire; or

— support for business questions: the appointing party should specify the information required 
to support the review of the business case for ownership and operation of the asset; this should 
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ISO 19650-1:2018(E)

Key

A start of delivery phase — transfer of relevant information from AIM to PIM
B progressive development of the design intent model into the virtual construction model (see 3.3.10, Note 1 

to entry)
C end of delivery phase — transfer of relevant information from PIM to AIM

Figure 3 — Generic project and asset information management life cycle

6.3	 Setting	information	requirements	and	planning	for	information	delivery

6.3.1 General principles

All asset and project information that is to be supplied during the asset life cycle should be specified by 
the appointing party through sets of information requirements. The relevant information requirements 
should be issued to each prospective lead appointed party as part of the procurement process. This also 
applies when work instructions are issued by one part of an organization to another part of the same 
organization. A response to each requirement should be prepared by the prospective lead appointed 
party and reviewed by the appointing party before appointment. The response to the information 
requirements is then managed and developed by each lead appointed party and included in the plan for 
their asset management or project delivery activities. Information is managed and delivered by each 
lead appointed party and accepted by the party specifying the requirements. Feedback loops provide 
for information deliverables to be revised if necessary. The generic flowchart for this process is shown 
in Figure 4.
A documented risk assessment for delivery of asset or project information should be included in the 
overall asset or project risk assessment, so that the nature of the information delivery risks, their 
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Figure	12:

Common	Data	
Environment	concept
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Task Team 

WORK IN PROGRESS

Information authorized for 
use in more detailed design, 
for construction or for asset 

management
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audit trail of information 
container development

ARCHIVE

Information being developed 
by its originator or task 
team. Not visible to or 
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A modular appointment-based approach

 

ISO 19650-1:2018(E)

consequences and likelihood of occurring are understood, communicated and managed. The concepts 
and principles in this document should be considered in the information delivery risk assessment.

Information requirements are defined to address the questions that have to be answered to make key 
asset-related decisions at different points during the delivery and operation of the asset. Information 
delivery plans are made every time a lead appointed party is appointed in relation to asset management 
or project delivery activities. This includes the parallel appointments made by the appointing party in 
relation to design, construction or any other services, and the sequential appointments made to form a 
supply chain, for example, within a construction team.

Figure	4	—	Generic	specification	and	planning	for	information	delivery

Figure 5 illustrates the sub-division of information management processes and how they apply to each 
appointment within a project. A similar sub-division of processes should apply for each appointment 
during asset management.

Figure 5 — Illustration of the sub-division of processes

The cascade of information requirements and the supply of information have some key features that 
are explained in 6.3.2 to 6.3.5 and illustrated for one particular form of procurement.
Further principles concerning information management functions, collaborative working and appointed 
party capability are set out in Clauses 7, 8 and 9. Further principles concerning information delivery 
planning are set out in Clause 10. Further principles concerning information production and delivery 
are set out in Clauses 11 and 12.
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Information management according to ISO 19650

ISO 19650-2 
Figure 3



Implementation 



Information management according to the ISO 19650 series
UK BIM Framework: Guidance

Collaborative team effort

Authoring 
group

Focus
group

Feedback



Summary:

• Guidance is developing to support each released standard within the ISO 19650 series

• Guidance will take the form of multiple editions to reflect the incremental development plus action 
against edits and feedback

• Guidance is available free of charge via the UK BIM Alliance, CDBB and BSi – it will soon be 
available via a UK BIM Framework website

• Your participation is welcomed:
• You can participate in development of guidance content and/or review

• Please let us have your feedback on released guidance

Information management according to the ISO 19650 series
UK BIM Framework: Guidance

guidancefeedback@ukbimalliance.org



Part 1: Concepts
1st edition released April 2019
• High level principles of implementation
• Target audience – new users
• Information requirements and delivery
• The National Annex
• Legal and contractual guidance note

2nd edition released July 2019
• Edits
• Feedback

guidancefeedback@ukbimalliance.org

Free download at www.ukbimalliance.org

Information management according to the ISO 19650 series
UK BIM Framework: Guidance

http://www.ukbimalliance.org/


Part 2 processes for project delivery
Approach:
ü Incremental release
ü Interactive easy to navigate version + pdf 

download
ü Different routes of navigation

ü You can read start to finish, or
ü Navigate through the guidance depending 

on the what party you are, what activity you 
want to understand about, what theme you 
want to learn more about

guidancefeedback@ukbimalliance.org

Information management according to the ISO 19650 series
UK BIM Framework: Guidance



guidancefeedback@ukbimalliance.org

Your key activities and outputs

The clauses that you need to be aware of

Your activity profile 

Information management according to the ISO 19650 series
UK BIM Framework: Guidance

1st edition released July 2019



Information management according to the ISO 19650 series
UK BIM Framework: Guidance



How to Get Involved

• Slack: http://bit.ly/joinUKBIMAslack

• Twitter: @UKBIMAlliance

• Email: info@ukbimalliance.org

• Newsletter: http://bit.ly/UKBIMAnewsletterSignup

• Website: www.ukbimalliance.org 



Digital BIM at Atkins



Croydon Area Redevelopment Scheme 

Projects - Transportation

East West Rail (EWR)

M25 Junction 25



East West Rail (EWR)

Projects – ADS&T

Heathrow Digital backbone



Data Governance Framework

33

SNC Lavalin (Global)

EDPM (Global)

Digital Delivery & Data Management 
Policy

Digital Delivery & Data Management 
Implementation Plans

BIM Kitemark ISO 19650

UK ME GDCOther

Technology Mapping

Global Design Framework (GDF)

Digital Delivery
Data Governance

Standards Layer

Technology Layer

Information Layer

Business Layer



GDF Platform Development

Change Footer here: Insert > Header and Footer (delete if none) 
Contains sensitive information
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National Digital Twin – An ecosystem of 
connected digital twins enabling better 

decisions faster across the built environment



Benefits of the National Digital Twin
Better outcomes for the public per whole-life pound

• Benefits to society: Improved stakeholder engagement. Better outcomes for the ultimate 
customers (the public – taxpayers/bill payers/fare payers/voters). Improved customer satisfaction and 
experience through higher-performing infrastructure and the services it provides.

• Benefits to the economy: Improved national productivity from higher-performing and 
resilient infrastructure operating as a system. Improved measurement of outcomes. Better outcomes 
per whole-life pound. Improved information security and thereby personnel, physical and cyber 
security.

• Benefits to business: New markets, new services, new business models, new entrants. 
Improved business efficiency from higher-performing infrastructure. Improved delivery efficiency, 
benefiting the whole construction value chain – investors, owners, asset managers, contractors, 
consultants, suppliers. Reduced uncertainty and better risk management.

• Benefits to the environment: Less disruption and waste. More reuse and greater 
resource efficiency – a key enabler of the circular economy in the built environment.



Digital twins

Physical twin

Interventions

Insights 

Decisions

Outcomes

Data

Digital twin



Connected digital twins



Ecosystem of connected digital twins



Ecosystem of connected digital twins



Ecosystem of connected digital twins



The emerging approach

Commons

DT Hub

A national resource, held in common, that unlocks effective 
information management across the industry; the minimum 
necessary open standards/methodologies; expert led – the 
“ministry of all the talents”

Collaborative, web-enabled, learning community that learns by 
doing; captures and shares emerging best practice; turns 
experience into guidance and guidance into standards; 
practitioner led – those who own or are developing digital twins.



Connectable digital twins



Guided by the Gemini Principles



This is Digital Built Britain



Thank you
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Technical Director, Melius Homes

BOOSTING PERFORMANCE THROUGH 
SYSTEMIC INNOVATION
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The opportunity to 
achieve significant 
improvements in 

building 
performance
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An  unexpressed  desire can  

only  be  met through  luck
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REMOURBAN EU 
Horizon 2020 
Lighthouse project 
Nottingham Demo 
Site

‘2050 Homes’
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Observations
• Owners of homes don’t require performance outcomes
• Fair demonstration of performance is complicated
• Most home retrofits don’t involve an architect
• If an architect is involved their brief is often little more than a illustration
• If you ask for details they often don’t have the competency or time allocation to provide them
• ‘System solutions’ have to be integrated into an existing structure which is often where the problems start
• Partial retrofit increases the number of interfaces with the existing home – more corners, edges and 

interactions
• Individual elements typically sub optimise to ‘appear’ lower cost
• No ‘one’ knows the answer
• Retrofit builders rarely refer to detail drawings
• Craft workforce never(?) refer to drawings and always(?) have their own way (which is better)
• Even if you do assess the property comprehensively, often it isn’t what you expected when you open it up….
• People live in homes not robots
• Clients take a long time to procure and are always in a rush to complete
• Thinking takes time and costs money
• …….
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If you always do what you’ve 
always done 

you’ll always get what you’ve 
always got
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Simplify building performance 
– do all the work at once…
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Desirable, warm, affordable 
homes for life
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Energiesprong business case
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> The offer

ASSURED QUALITY
30+ years performance guaranteed

NON-INTRUSIVE
Refurbishment within one week

AFFORDABLE
Financed from energy & maintenance savings

DESIGN
Looks & feels good – desirable product
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ASSURED QUALITY
30+ years energy performance warranty

NON-INTRUSIVE
Refurbishment within days not weeks

AFFORDABLE
Financeable from energy & lifecycle cost 
savings (guaranteed)

DESIGN
Improve look & feel – desirable product

> 2050 ‘ENERGIESPRONG’ Retrofit Homes 
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#TCNPlusMelius Powerpoint Version 16
7
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Lessons from the 
Energiesprong 2050 

pilot homes
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Technical
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Materials
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Quality
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Performance
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Performance
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House number

Energy Bill - Actual (Feb 18 to Jan 19)

NCH 2050 Energiesprong Homes

Energy Bill (Actual & Forecast) Average Contract
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I couldn’t 
understand 
how a low 
temperature 
heating 
system would 
keep the 
house warm, 
but it does!

It’s cheaper, a lot cheaper, its made 
a lot of difference!

I can see out without being 
on my tippe-toes!!

Looks a lot nicer than it did 
before, it’s definitely warmer 
in my house!

Performance
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David Adams
Technical Director

07841 781162
david.adams@meliushomes.co.uk
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